
Basketball Analytics Summit – Speaker Bios 

Friday Sessions  
 

Keynote: Ken Pomeroy (His Journey & Understanding KenPom) with Art Chansky (1:15 – 2pm) 
Ken Pomeroy, Kenpom.com 
Ken Pomeroy is a college basketball statistician that is most well-known for his revolutionary website, kenpom.com. 
Creative analysis of college basketball started out as a hobby for Ken when he first founded the website in 2004. The 
passion Pomeroy has for basketball is evident in the quantity and specificity of the statistics available on his website. 
Users can find detailed stats about hundreds of programs dating back to 2002. The types of data range from a team’s 
overall record to the strength of their non-conference schedule to something Pomeroy calls the “Luck rating.” Pomeroy’s 
website has garnered attention from NBA teams like the Utah Jazz who regularly consult him on draft related projects. 
Pomeroy will break his numbers and offer insights on his entrepreneurial mindset. 

Art Chansky, Author 
Art Chansky is the author of three books on basketball: The Dean’s List, Dean’s Domain, and Return To The Top. As 
sports editor of the Durham Morning Herald for seven years, Chansky wrote extensively on Duke athletics, from the 
retirement of Vic Bubas in 1969 through the hiring of Mike Krzyzewski in 1980 and beyond. He has covered every Duke-
Carolina game since 1968 and written numerous articles and columns on both teams and the rivalry for magazines and 
other publications, including his feature on Dean Smith’s retirement for GoHeels.com. Chansky has been published in 
Sports Illustrated, Basketball Times, the official NCAA Tournament program, and alumni magazines of both Duke and 
UNC, plus he has appeared on ESPN and CNN/SI specials on the rivalry. Chansky still lives on the Chapel Hill-Durham 
border with his family and White German Shepherd, Hurley, who was named for the feisty Duke guard and Carolina 
nemesis of the early ’90s. 

 
Marketing & Ticketing (2:15 – 3pm in breakout room 1) 
Harold Hughes, Bandwagon 
Harold Hughes is the founder and CEO of Bandwagon. Bandwagon is an analytics company that uses data and 
proprietary blockchain technology, to help teams and event organizers eliminate ticket fraud and increase fan 
engagement. With an MBA, multiple Bachelor degrees from Clemson University, and a Graduate Certificate in 
Innovation & Entrepreneurship from Stanford University, Hughes has the knowledge, insight, and experience to help 
clients better understand and act upon the available data about their fans to create the ultimate fan experience. Hughes 
is a graduate of the American Underground + Google Code2040 program.  

Nick Lennon, Wasserman  
Nick Lennon is a senior manager at Wasserman within the marketing group. Lennon is a 2012 graduate of UNC where he 
served as president of the Carolina Sports Business Club. After interning at Wasserman during the spring semester of his 
senior year, Lennon received a full-time offer to work in the New York City office and has since built a reputation as one 
of the rising stars in the company.  

 
Sport Science (2:15 – 3pm in breakout room 2) 
Ivonna Dumanyan, Fathom 
Ivonna Dumanyan is the co-founder and CEO of Fathom AI, which adapts and personalizes recovery and cross training to 
the needs of any athlete's body using wearable-enabled humanist AI. Dumanyan is a former injured ACC/NCAA athlete 
with a background in mechanical and electrical engineering and biomechanics research. She is Thiel Fellow and was 
featured in Forbes' Under 30 Healthcare list in 2017. A member of the American Underground family, Dumanyan is a 
2016 graduate of Duke and received her master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from Duke in 2017.  



Gary McCoy, Sports Science Leader 
Gary McCoy is a 20-year Sports Performance Coach, internationally recognized for program design and product 
development. His specialties Include: Athlete Training and Rehabilitation, Athlete Data Analysis. McCoy is currently the 
Director of High Performance for the Chinatrust Brothers, a team within the Chinese Professional Baseball League. 
Within this role, McCoy has overseen an injury reduction rate of 90% from the previous three seasons. Previous 
leadership assignments include senior positions at WHOOP and Catapult.  

Roderick Moore, Vald Performance 
Roderick Moore, Jr. is the Athletics Director of North America for Vald Performance. Vald Performance’s athlete testing 
systems are used and trusted by over 300 of the world’s most elite sporting teams, clinicians, universities, hospitals and 
defense departments to improve the performance and welfare of their athletes, clients and personnel. Moore manages 
current accounts and facilitates the creation of new accounts in the professional, collegiate, and amateur market. He 
holds a B.S. in Psychology from Morehead College, and a masters in Human Performance and Sports Studies from the 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  

 
Individual Performance (2:15 – 3pm in auditorium) 
Gabe Farkas, IQVIA Sports Injuries Analytics  
Gabe Farkas is the Associate Director of Biostatistics at IQVIA Sports Injuries Analytics. From 2012 to 2018 he was the 
Director of Basketball Analytics for the San Antonio Spurs. Farkas has a vast knowledge of both the business and 
basketball aspects of analytics for hoops. He provides insights to decision-makers in an actionable format and advances 
the use, understanding, and direction of analytics. 

Dean Oliver, TruMedia Networks 
Dean Oliver, “the grandfather of basketball analytics,” is the Vice President of Data Science at TruMedia Networks. 
Oliver is a pioneer in sports analytics, working in both basketball and football. He has an established track record of 
working with decision-makers to identify the right questions and right answers for building a team.  

Oliver wrote Basketball on Paper in 2002 and it was published in 2003, only months after Michael Lewis’ Moneyball 
came out showing how valuable analytics already were in baseball. Basketball on Paper then became the go-to 
handbook for how to do basketball analytics, and Dean became the first analytics consultant in the NBA. 

After many successful years in the NBA, Dean joined ESPN when it wanted to build a sports analytics group. Dean guided 
the group to successful football and basketball metrics, while building relationships internally and externally. In 2014, 
Oliver was named Director of Player Personnel and Analytics for the Sacramento Kings.  

Dean continues and expands his work with TruMedia, an engineering firm that focuses on sports analytics, bringing user-
friendly interfaces to the analytics that help teams and media properties understand how the data impacts their 
decisions and stories. 

George Lynch, Clark Atlanta University  
George Lynch is the head men’s basketball coach at Clark Atlanta University. He previously spent four seasons at SMU as 
Director of Player Development. Lynch, a 12-year NBA veteran and NCAA Champion, played for the Philadelphia 76ers 
under Brown and helped them to the 2001 NBA Finals. At North Carolina, he was a team captain his senior year as he 
helped the Tar Heels win the 1993 NCAA Championship as he was named to the All-Final Four Tournament team. That 
year, he was selected All-Atlantic Coast Conference as UNC won the ACC regular season. As a sophomore in 1990-91, 
Lynch helped UNC win the ACC and reach the NCAA Final Four. He now takes his vast expertise to guide a young 
program to success.  

Justin Zormelo, Best Ball Analytics   
Justin Zormelo is one of the most sought-after personal analytics trainers and founder of Best Ball Analytics. Zormelo 
works with players to help them become smarter and more efficient through basketball analytics and is best known for 
his work with NBA All-Star Kevin Durant. Justin graduated from Georgetown University where he managed the Hoya 



Men’s Basketball team. He has worked with the Chicago Bulls, the Miami Heat, and individual professional basketball 
athletes. Zormelo has built up an impressive resume, working with over 11 NBA All-Stars, 4 NBA Scoring Champions, 2 
Finals MVPs, NBA Finals MVPs, an NBA Assist Leader, an NBA Sixth Man of the Year, NBA All-Defensive Team Members, 
among many others.  

 

Women’s Basketball (3:15 – 4pm in breakout room 1) 
Chasity Melvin, Former WNBA Player 
Chasity Melvin is a WNBA All Star, NCSU & North Carolina Hall of Famer. She has over 25 years of playing experience on 
the high school, college and professional level and playing in the NCAA, ABL, WNBA and FIBA leagues. Throughout her 
athletic career Melvin has played in eight countries and won five championship titles along with numerous distinctions 
including an induction into the NC State Hall of Fame. Chasity has a total of 20 years of basketball experience including 
mentoring, scouting, coaching camps and clinics, being a team captain, player, and trainer. In her 14-year professional 
cross-cultural basketball career, the exposure and experiences as a player established a foundation and platform for 
success. Chasity is excited to train and coach athletes and teach the skills that she learned and was able to master 
throughout my collegiate and professional career. She is one of three women coaching in the NBA; she is an assistant 
coach with the NBA G League, Greensboro Swarm. 

Peppi Brown-Armstrong, Former Duke All-ACC Player  
Peppi Brown-Armstrong is a Duke graduate and former All-ACC first team selection as a senior. A 1,000-point scorer, 
Browne started 100 of 117 career games with the Blue Devils. She was having her best season at Duke in 1999-2000 but 
suffered a torn ACL in her 20th game and was forced to miss the remainder of the year. She still went on to receive All-
ACC accolades that season. After her collegiate playing career, Brown-Armstrong obtained her masters in Biomedical 
Engineering at UNC and MBA at Wake Forest. She’s worked for the Federal Government and a large pharmaceutical 
company, and now is at IBM where she is a Performance Marketing Event Strategist. Her entrepreneurial efforts focus 
on a software platform that matches recruits with desired colleges.  

Hernando Planells, Duke Women’s Basketball 
Hernando Planells joined the Duke women's basketball program in 2012 and serves as an associate head coach for the 
Blue Devils. Planells has one of the most diverse backgrounds in basketball in both coaching and player development. He 
has coached at every level, including a stint with the Maine Red Claws from 2010-11 of the NBA Development 
League. His work on the court led him to the “big screen” where he choreographed and consulted on the basketball 
scenes and training the actors in movies such as “Coach Carter,” “The Longest Yard,” “Rebound,” “Spider-Man 3,” “Semi-
Pro” and others. Planells' experience has also led him to work on commercials and print for EA Sports, WNBA, Target, 
Nissay Insurance and Li Ning Shoes. He also trained the athletes of “Extreme Dodgeball,” the highest-rated show on the 
Game Show Network and has appeared on SPIKE TV's smash hit SLAMBALL as the head coach for the Bouncers. His 
entrepreneurial efforts focus on leadership in sport. His Move Up Leadership Conference is a popular event for coaches 
and staff.   

 

Entrepreneurship (3:15 – 4pm in breakout room 2) 
Daryl M. Davis, Entrepreneur  
Daryl M. Davis is the Managing Executive Member of The Parrish Group, LLC, a financial services company based in 
Washington, DC and Atlanta, GA.  A serial entrepreneur, Daryl owns companies in the real estate, creative works and 
food and beverage industry. He has worked closely with numerous elite professional sport and entertainment clients. He 
is not only a business leader, but he is a community leader as well.  Daryl founded the Parrish Institute for Economic 
Development to advocate, promote and engage communities to improve workforce development and economic 
inclusion.  Along with serving on the UNC Shuford Program in Entrepreneurship Advisory Board, he chairs the Advisory 
Board for the Johnson Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation in the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University 
at Bloomington and he serves on the Board of Directors of Children’s National Health System, a global leader in pediatric 



medicine in Washington DC.  Daryl has previously served on the Board of Directors of The Fishing School in Washington 
DC.  Daryl graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill with a BA in Exercise and Sport Science. Davis’ latest entrepreneurial 
ventures include providing content for leading music and film partners.   

Nick Monzi, NBA Math Hoops 
Nick Monzi is the CEO and co-founder of the non-profit organization Learn Fresh, with one of its main projects being 
NBA Math Hoops, a board game dedicated to the teaching of fundamental math skills to both elementary and middle 
school aged students. NBA Math Hoops itself has seen widespread growth over the past couple of years, and now has 
partnerships with more than two thirds of NBA teams. Monzi received degrees in both Entrepreneurship and Marketing 
from Syracuse University, and also received a Master’s in Education from Harvard University. Monzi is devoted to 
growing the next generation, and is looking forward to speaking about how we are finding even more ways to 
accomplish this through the use of sport. 

 

Sports Science (3:15 – 4pm in auditorium) 
Gabe Farkas, IQVIA Sports Injuries Analytics  
Gabe Farkas is the Associate Director of Biostatistics at IQVIA Sports Injuries Analytics. From 2012 to 2018 he was the 
Director of Basketball Analytics for the San Antonio Spurs. Farkas has a vast knowledge of both the business and 
basketball aspects of analytics for hoops. He provides insights to decision-makers in an actionable format and advances 
the use, understanding, and direction of analytics. 

Roderick Moore, Vald Performance 
Roderick Moore, Jr. is the Athletics Director of North America for Vald Performance. Vald Performance’s athlete testing 
systems are used and trusted by over 300 of the world’s most elite sporting teams, clinicians, universities, hospitals and 
defense departments to improve the performance and welfare of their athletes, clients and personnel. Moore manages 
current accounts and facilitates the creation of new accounts in the professional, collegiate, and amateur market. He 
holds a B.S. in Psychology from Morehead College, and a masters in Human Performance and Sports Studies from the 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  

Mike Huff, Sports Science/Trainer  
Mike Huff has been involved with basketball for much of his life as both a player and a coach. He played basketball at a 
professional level in Germany for a year but returned to the United States to pursue a career as both a coach and sport 
fitness consultant. Huff received a Master’s degree in Sports Fitness Management from the United States Sports 
Academy in 1994, and used his education to work with organizations such as the Cincinnati Reds and the Coach K 
Performance Lab. Throughout his work, Huff always knew he wanted to return to coaching. For the past six years, he has 
worked as a teacher and head basketball coach at Voyager Academy, a charter school located in Durham, North 
Carolina. He has recently left coaching to focus on his son’s basketball career, who is a member of the National 
Champion Virginia Cavaliers’ basketball team. 

 

Keynote: Kirk Goldsberry (His Journey, What’s Next & Book Preview) with Lauren Brownlow (4 – 5pm) 
Kirk Goldsberry, ESPN  
Kirk Goldsberry is an NBA Analyst at ESPN, and a professor at the University of Texas, where he teaches Sports 
Analytics. In 2012 Goldsberry published his first work on basketball analytics at the MIT Sloan Conference. That paper 
changed my career. Following its publication, he helped create the 2012 NBA Finals Preview at the New York Times, 
before accepting a part-time position at Grantland, which at the time was just starting. Goldsberry left Harvard and 
academics in 2013 and went to work at Grantland full-time, where he stayed until the site was shut down in 2015. At 
that time, he accepted two jobs on the “team side” – 1) as the head analyst for Team USA Basketball and 2) as the Vice 
President of Strategic Research for the San Antonio Spurs. Goldsberry still works with Team USA, but left the Spurs in 
September of 2018 to return to writing and teaching. He is the author of Sprawlball, a new book about the NBA. 



 

Saturday Sessions  
 

Keynote: Matt Sheldon (The Path to Analytics) with CL Brown (9 – 9:45am) 
Matt Sheldon, Sport Analytics Expert 
Matt Sheldon is the former director of football research and strategy for the Miami Dolphins of the National Football 
League (NFL). He is a professional football coach, analyst and researcher with extensive NFL experience in 
research/analytics, in-game strategy, coaching and video editing with the Chicago Bears, Minnesota Vikings, Buffalo Bills, 
St. Louis Rams and New Orleans Saints. Additionally, he has worked with the Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian 
Football League (CFL) and the Wisconsin Badgers of the NCAA. Sheldon also served as director of sports solutions 
development with Zebra Sports, the official provider of player tracking for the NFL. Sheldon has consulted with teams 
and leagues at the professional, Olympic, collegiate and high school levels in North America and Europe. His areas of 
focus include strategy/tactics and decision-making, athlete tracking systems and elite athlete performance. He is a 
graduate of the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management and the University of Wisconsin M.B.A. 
Program. 

CL Brown, The Athletic  
CL Brown has a decorated history in the world of sports journalism and has produced content mainly centered on the 
college basketball landscape. Upon graduating from UNC in 1994, Brown found himself working for many newspapers 
including the Charlotte Observer and the Louisville Courier. Brown eventually found himself at ESPN to cover college 
basketball, specifically the University of North Carolina, to spear head ESPN's new initiative on having special blogs with 
an all-encompassing focus on the biggest programs in college sports. Eventually, Brown found himself pivoting on to 
work with The Athletic. In terms the impact of analytics on the world of sports, CL Brown's experiences have shaped his 
outlook on the discussion. Seeing as he has a focus on ACC basketball at The Athletic, he has found different schools 
have different outlooks on the role that analytics should play. He states that some schools, like Georgia Tech, fully 
embrace analytics, while others still focus on the "eye-test" and rely on judgement to determine player skills. He 
believes that there is something to be said for both strategies, and he is noticing that successful coaches, like Coach K, 
have adopted a healthy balance between the two in order to adapt to the game accordingly. 

 
Marketing & Ticketing (10 – 11am in breakout 1) 
Harold Hughes, Bandwagon 
Harold Hughes is the founder and CEO of Bandwagon. Bandwagon is an analytics company that uses data and 
proprietary blockchain technology, to help teams and event organizers eliminate ticket fraud and increase fan 
engagement. With an MBA, multiple Bachelor degrees from Clemson University, and a Graduate Certificate in 
Innovation & Entrepreneurship from Stanford University, Hughes has the knowledge, insight, and experience to help 
clients better understand and act upon the available data about their fans to create the ultimate fan experience. Hughes 
is a graduate of the American Underground + Google Code2040 program.  

Liz Rackoff, Charlotte Hornets  
Liz Rackoff has spent nine seasons with the NBA’s Charlotte Hornets organization, serving as Senior Director of 
Marketing. She initially joined the franchise in 2009 as Senior Manager of Marketing. In her current role, she is 
responsible for marketing all aspects of the business including tickets, merchandise, apparel, and youth basketball. She 
is also responsible for creating the advertising budget, placing media, and managing a staff that includes grassroots fan 
development, digital marketing, creative project management, and youth basketball camps. Rackoff served as the Chair 
of the Marketing and Events Subcommittee for the Hornets rebrand process and facilitated all of the advertising 
campaigns for the transition. 

 



Fan Engagement & Experience (10 – 11am in breakout room 2) 
Lauren Brownlow, WRAL SportsFan 
Lauren Brownlow is a Sports Journalist and Analyst for the #1 sports radio show in the greater Raleigh area. Brownlow 
has covered the ACC (or, more specifically, the Triangle) in some form or fashion since the fall of 2005, starting as an 
intern for GoHeels.com. She wrote for the Sanford Herald, contributed to The Durham Herald and wrote previews for 
ACCSports.com. Brownlow wrote for FOX Sports Carolinas from 2013-15 and was a cohost on The Morning Show on 
Buzz Sports Radio. Brownlow graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill with a double major in journalism and political science in 
2005. 

Trina Patterson, UNC Greensboro Women’s Basketball 
Trina Patterson completed her third year as head coach at UNCG during the 2018-19 season. In her second year at the 
helm, Patterson led the Spartans to another double-digit win season, earning 13 wins with six coming in Southern 
Conference play. The 2017-18 team was the youngest team in the nation, with 10 underclassmen and just two 
upperclassmen with one senior and a junior. Patterson has previously served as an assistant coach at Old Dominion and 
Stanford, and as a head coach at University at Albany and William & Mary. Patterson has also spent time with USA 
Basketball in both coaching and administrative roles. 

Sam Edgemon, SAS 
Sam Edgemon is a Consultant in the SAS US Business Analytics Consulting Practice and is responsible for supporting both 
pre-sales and post-sales engagements. With over twenty years of SAS Product and JMP Experience, project roles range 
from that as a contributing analyst to project lead and all aspects of managing technically oriented tasks. Experience 
comes from many areas: Government, Environmental, Biological Surveillance, Health Care, Pharmaceutical, Automotive, 
Financial Services, Education, Gaming, Sports, Recreation, and Agriculture. Sam holds a B. S. in Mathematics and a B.S. in 
Statistics from the University of Tennessee, and certifications in Data Science (Johns Hopkins University), Social Physics 
(M.I.T.), Innovation and Design (University of Virginia), and Sabermetrics (Boston University). Edgemon will share 
insights on SAS’ Star System and customized donor relations work with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  

 

Individual Performance (10 – 11am in auditorium) 
Mike Huff, Sports Science/Trainer  
Mike Huff has been involved with basketball for much of his life as both a player and a coach. He played basketball at a 
professional level in Germany for a year but returned to the United States to pursue a career as both a coach and sport 
fitness consultant. Huff received a Master’s degree in Sports Fitness Management from the United States Sports 
Academy in 1994, and used his education to work with organizations such as the Cincinnati Reds and the Coach K 
Performance Lab. Throughout his work, Huff always knew he wanted to return to coaching. For the past six years, he has 
worked as a teacher and head basketball coach at Voyager Academy, a charter school located in Durham, North 
Carolina. He has recently left coaching to focus on his son’s basketball career, who is a member of the National 
Champion Virginia Cavaliers’ basketball team. 

Ken Pomeroy, Kenpom.com 
Ken Pomeroy is a college basketball statistician that is most well-known for his revolutionary website, kenpom.com. 
Creative analysis of college basketball started out as a hobby for Ken when he first founded the website in 2004. The 
passion Pomeroy has for basketball is evident in the quantity and specificity of the statistics available on his website. 
Users can find detailed stats about hundreds of programs dating back to 2002. The types of data range from a team’s 
overall record to the strength of their non-conference schedule to something Pomeroy calls the “Luck rating.” Pomeroy’s 
website has garnered attention from NBA teams like the Utah Jazz who regularly consult him on draft related projects. 
Pomeroy will break his numbers and offer insights on his entrepreneurial mindset. 

Edniesha Curry, Maine Men’s Basketball 
Edniesha Curry completed her first season as an assistant coach with Maine men’s basketball team in 2018-19 as the 
only woman currently serving as a full-time assistant coach in NCAA Division I men’s basketball. Before coming to the 



University of Maine, Curry was the head basketball coach across Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. She developed skills for 
players from ages 6-18, focusing on rebuilding the sport in the Vietnam. A graduate of the University of Oregon in 2002, 
Curry was drafted by the Charlotte Sting with the 41st overall pick in the WNBA draft. She played in the WNBA for the 
Phoenix Mercury and the Los Angeles Sparks along with teams overseas in Greece, Poland, Israel, and Hungary from 
2002 to 2009. She regularly works with NBA players during the offseason.  

 
Keynote: Dean Oliver (Four Factors) (11:15 – 12:15pm)  
Dean Oliver, TruMedia Networks 
Dean Oliver, “the grandfather of basketball analytics,” is the Vice President of Data Science at TruMedia Networks. 
Oliver is a pioneer in sports analytics, working in both basketball and football. He has an established track record of 
working with decision-makers to identify the right questions and right answers for building a team.  

Oliver wrote Basketball on Paper in 2002 and it was published in 2003, only months after Michael Lewis’ Moneyball 
came out showing how valuable analytics already were in baseball. Basketball on Paper then became the go-to 
handbook for how to do basketball analytics, and Dean became the first analytics consultant in the NBA. 

After many successful years in the NBA, Dean joined ESPN when it wanted to build a sports analytics group. Dean guided 
the group to successful football and basketball metrics, while building relationships internally and externally. In 2014, 
Oliver was named Director of Player Personnel and Analytics for the Sacramento Kings.  

Dean continues and expands his work with TruMedia, an engineering firm that focuses on sports analytics, bringing user-
friendly interfaces to the analytics that help teams and media properties understand how the data impacts their 
decisions and stories. 

 
Individual Performance (1:45 – 2:45pm in breakout room 1) 
Hernando Planells, Duke Women’s Basketball 
Hernando Planells joined the Duke women's basketball program in 2012 and serves as an associate head coach for the 
Blue Devils. Planells has one of the most diverse backgrounds in basketball in both coaching and player development. He 
has coached at every level, including a stint with the Maine Red Claws from 2010-11 of the NBA Development 
League. His work on the court led him to the “big screen” where he choreographed and consulted on the basketball 
scenes and training the actors in movies such as “Coach Carter,” “The Longest Yard,” “Rebound,” “Spider-Man 3,” “Semi-
Pro” and others. Planells' experience has also led him to work on commercials and print for EA Sports, WNBA, Target, 
Nissay Insurance and Li Ning Shoes. He also trained the athletes of “Extreme Dodgeball,” the highest-rated show on the 
Game Show Network and has appeared on SPIKE TV's smash hit SLAMBALL as the head coach for the Bouncers. His 
entrepreneurial efforts focus on leadership in sport. His Move Up Leadership Conference is a popular event for coaches 
and staff.   

Justin Zormelo, Best Ball Analytics   
Justin Zormelo is one of the most sought-after personal analytics trainers and founder of Best Ball Analytics. Zormelo 
works with players to help them become smarter and more efficient through basketball analytics and is best known for 
his work with NBA All-Star Kevin Durant. Justin graduated from Georgetown University where he managed the Hoya 
Men’s Basketball team. He has worked with the Chicago Bulls, the Miami Heat, and individual professional basketball 
athletes. Zormelo has built up an impressive resume, working with over 11 NBA All-Stars, 4 NBA Scoring Champions, 2 
Finals MVPs, NBA Finals MVPs, an NBA Assist Leader, an NBA Sixth Man of the Year, NBA All-Defensive Team Members, 
among many others.  

Edniesha Curry, Maine Men’s Basketball 
Edniesha Curry completed her first season as an assistant coach with Maine men’s basketball team in 2018-19 as the 
only woman currently serving as a full-time assistant coach in NCAA Division I men’s basketball. Before coming to the 
University of Maine, Curry was the head basketball coach across Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. She developed skills for 



players from ages 6-18, focusing on rebuilding the sport in the Vietnam. A graduate of the University of Oregon in 2002, 
Curry was drafted by the Charlotte Sting with the 41st overall pick in the WNBA draft. She played in the WNBA for the 
Phoenix Mercury and the Los Angeles Sparks along with teams overseas in Greece, Poland, Israel, and Hungary from 
2002 to 2009. She regularly works with NBA players during the offseason.  

Neil Johnson, ESPN Stats & Info Analytics Developer 
Neil Johnson is a Basketball Analytics Developer at ESPN. Johnson’s work involves developing new player and team 
performance metrics and tools by manipulating and analyzing large data sets and writing programs to calculate and 
automate the metrics; specifically obtaining data from databases, doing appropriate quality-control on the data, and 
processing that data through equations and algorithms. His main interests revolve around developing new insights from 
player tracking data in NBA and college, as well as evaluating talent from grassroots to the pros. Neil also writes for Plus 
(formerly Insider), contributes to ESPN's NBA Draft Model, and is in charge of operating the NBA Basketball Power Index. 
Johnson is also a writer for ESPN Insider and Analytics vertical. Johnson is a 2013 graduate of Ohio State University and 
obtained his Masters of Business Administration from Franklin University in 2017.  

 
Entrepreneurship (1:45 – 2:45pm in breakout room 2) 
Dean Oliver, TruMedia Networks 
Dean Oliver, “the grandfather of basketball analytics,” is the Vice President of Data Science at TruMedia Networks. 
Oliver is a pioneer in sports analytics, working in both basketball and football. He has an established track record of 
working with decision-makers to identify the right questions and right answers for building a team.  

Oliver wrote Basketball on Paper in 2002 and it was published in 2003, only months after Michael Lewis’ Moneyball 
came out showing how valuable analytics already were in baseball. Basketball on Paper then became the go-to 
handbook for how to do basketball analytics, and Dean became the first analytics consultant in the NBA. 

After many successful years in the NBA, Dean joined ESPN when it wanted to build a sports analytics group. Dean guided 
the group to successful football and basketball metrics, while building relationships internally and externally. In 2014, 
Oliver was named Director of Player Personnel and Analytics for the Sacramento Kings.  

Dean continues and expands his work with TruMedia, an engineering firm that focuses on sports analytics, bringing user-
friendly interfaces to the analytics that help teams and media properties understand how the data impacts their 
decisions and stories. 

Peppi Brown-Armstrong, Former Duke All-ACC Player  
Peppi Brown-Armstrong is a Duke graduate and former All-ACC first team selection as a senior. A 1,000-point scorer, 
Browne started 100 of 117 career games with the Blue Devils. She was having her best season at Duke in 1999-2000 but 
suffered a torn ACL in her 20th game and was forced to miss the remainder of the year. She still went on to receive All-
ACC accolades that season. After her collegiate playing career, Brown-Armstrong obtained her masters in Biomedical 
Engineering at UNC and MBA at Wake Forest. She’s worked for the Federal Government and a large pharmaceutical 
company, and now is at IBM where she is a Performance Marketing Event Strategist. Her entrepreneurial efforts focus 
on a software platform that matches recruits with desired colleges.  

Marc Moschetto, Teamworks  
Marc Moschetto is the Chief Marketing Officer at Teamworks. Based in Durham, North Carolina Teamworks is the 
leading athlete engagement platform, empowering more than 2,500 clients from around the world to communicate, 
collaborate and create a winning culture. Moschetto’s experience covers all aspects of developing the strategies and 
tactics necessary to grow brand recognition, increase demand generation, create significant and impactful thought 
leadership activities, develop new sales tools and sales training methodologies, build and mentor highly effective 
marketing teams, and ultimately increase both revenue and company valuation. 



 
Sports Science (1:45 – 2:45pm in auditorium) 
Ivonna Dumanyan, Fathom 
Ivonna Dumanyan is the co-founder and CEO of Fathom AI, which adapts and personalizes recovery and cross training to 
the needs of any athlete's body using wearable-enabled humanist AI. Dumanyan is a former injured ACC/NCAA athlete 
with a background in mechanical and electrical engineering and biomechanics research. She is Thiel Fellow and was 
featured in Forbes' Under 30 Healthcare list in 2017. A member of the American Underground family, Dumanyan is a 
2016 graduate of Duke and received her master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from Duke in 2017.  

Gary McCoy, Sports Science Leader 
Gary McCoy is a 20-year Sports Performance Coach, internationally recognized for program design and product 
development. His specialties Include: Athlete Training and Rehabilitation, Athlete Data Analysis. McCoy is currently the 
Director of High Performance for the Chinatrust Brothers, a team within the Chinese Professional Baseball League. 
Within this role, McCoy has overseen an injury reduction rate of 90% from the previous three seasons. Previous 
leadership assignments include senior positions at WHOOP and Catapult.  

John Carter, Noah Basketball 
John Carter is the CEO of Noah Basketball, which is a leader in Basketball Shooting Technology and Shooting 
Research.   John was instrumental in the development of the Noahlytics System that is now being used by half of the 
NBA teams and numerous college programs, including the 2019 National Champion University of Virginia. He has worked 
with thousands of players at all levels of the game and has become an authority on how to improve shooting 
percentages. He has spoken at numerous coaching clinics sharing significant unknown facts about shooting and is listed 
as an inventor on numerous patents.  Prior to Noah Basketball, John had a distinguished business career. He spent eight 
years leading a corporate division that grew to $85 million in annual revenue. He later founded a software company that 
was merged with FullScope, Inc. where he served as Chairman of the Board until the company was acquired by publicly 
traded, Edgewater, Inc. John holds a Bachelor's Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Auburn University.  

 
Noah Basketball: NBA Shooting Analytics (3 – 4pm in breakout room 1) 
John Carter, Noah Basketball 
John Carter is the CEO of Noah Basketball, which is a leader in Basketball Shooting Technology and Shooting 
Research.   John was instrumental in the development of the Noahlytics System that is now being used by half of the 
NBA teams and numerous college programs, including the 2019 National Champions University of Virginia. He has 
worked with thousands of players at all levels of the game, and has become an authority on how to improve shooting 
percentages. He has spoken at numerous coaching clinics sharing significant unknown facts about shooting and is listed 
as an inventor on numerous patents.  Prior to Noah Basketball, John had a distinguished business career. He spent eight 
years leading a corporate division that grew to $85 million in annual revenue. He later founded a software company that 
was merged with FullScope, Inc. where he served as Chairman of the Board until the company was acquired by publicly 
traded, Edgewater, Inc. John holds a Bachelor's Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Auburn University.  

 
STATS: Artificial Intelligence in Sports (3 – 4pm in breakout room 2) 
Nathan Frank, STATS 
Nathan Frank member of the Artificial Intelligence Team at STATS, LLC where he leverages STATS' archive of historical 
sports data as well as fine-grained, unstructured tracking data to drive novel research across a wide range of sports and 
to develop new technologies for sports analysis and appreciation. Prior to joining STATS, Frank was a member of the 
Physics & Astronomy Department at UNC – Chapel Hill where his research focused on the application of Bayesian 
statistical models to multidimensional observational data sets using genetic-algorithm based methods. Mid-way through 
his PhD program Frank became interested in other applications of modeling and statistics. He guided students in the 



Carolina Sport Business Club and while working with Dr. Stroman, Frank was instrumental in the design and instruction 
of the university’s first sport analytics course for the MBA program.  

 
ESPN: The Worldwide Leader in Analytics (3 – 4pm in auditorium) 
Neil Johnson, ESPN Stats & Info Analytics Developer 
Neil Johnson is a Basketball Analytics Developer at ESPN. Johnson’s work involves developing new player and team 
performance metrics and tools by manipulating and analyzing large data sets and writing programs to calculate and 
automate the metrics; specifically obtaining data from databases, doing appropriate quality-control on the data, and 
processing that data through equations and algorithms. His main interests revolve around developing new insights from 
player tracking data in NBA and college, as well as evaluating talent from grassroots to the pros. Neil also writes for Plus 
(formerly Insider), contributes to ESPN's NBA Draft Model, and is in charge of operating the NBA Basketball Power Index. 
Johnson is also a writer for ESPN Insider and Analytics vertical. Johnson is a 2013 graduate of Ohio State University and 
obtained his Masters of Business Administration from Franklin University in 2017.  

Keynote: Sam Edgemon (SAS STAR System) with CL Brown (4:15 – 4:45pm) 
Sam Edgemon, SAS 
Sam Edgemon is a Consultant in the SAS US Business Analytics Consulting Practice and is responsible for supporting both 
pre-sales and post-sales engagements. With over twenty years of SAS Product and JMP Experience, project roles range 
from that as a contributing analyst to project lead and all aspects of managing technically oriented tasks. Experience 
comes from many areas: Government, Environmental, Biological Surveillance, Health Care, Pharmaceutical, Automotive, 
Financial Services, Education, Gaming, Sports, Recreation, and Agriculture. Sam holds a B. S. in Mathematics and a B.S. in 
Statistics from the University of Tennessee, and certifications in Data Science (Johns Hopkins University), Social Physics 
(M.I.T.), Innovation and Design (University of Virginia), and Sabermetrics (Boston University). Edgemon will share 
insights on SAS’ Star System and customized donor relations work with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  
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